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Abstract

The complete ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) heating system for the Tokamak

Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) [ Fusion Tech. 21, 1324 (1992) ], consisting of tour antennas

and six generators designed to deliver 12.5 MW to the TFTR plasma, has now been installed.

Recently a series of experiments has been conducted to explore the effect of ICRP heating on

the performance of low recycling, Supershot plasmas in minority and non-resonant electron

heating regimes. The addition of up to 7.4 MW of ICRF power to full size (R - 2.6 m, a ~

0.95 m), helium-3 minority, deuterium Supershots heated with up to 30 MW of deuterium

neutral beam injection has resulted in a significant increase in core electron temperature

(ATe=3-4 keV). Simulations of equivalent deuterium-tritium (D-T) Supershots predict that such

ICRF heating should result in an increase in [la(0) ~ 30%. Direct electron heating has been

observed and has been found to be in agreement with theory. ICRF heating has also been

coapled to neutral beam heated plasmas fueled by frozen deuterium pellets. In addition ICRF

heated energetic iota tails have been used to simulate fusion alpha particles in high recycling

plasmas. Up to 11.4 MW of ICRF heating has been coupled into a hydrogen minority, high

recycling helium plasma and the f'trst observation of the toroidal Alfv6n eigenmode (TAE)

instability driven by the energetic proton tail has been made in this regime.

PACS# 52.55.Fa 52.50.Gj _!_[t_,
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I. INTRODUCTION

A primary goal of the ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) program on the Tokamak

Fusion Test Reactor CITTR) 1 is to enhance the alpha particle parameters in future deuterium-

tritium (D-T) plasma experiments. Significant increases in the central o_pressure (_a(0)) can be

expected to result from the strong core electron heating induced by ICRF in a D-T neutral-beam

heated plasma. Further, the suppression of the sawtooth instability and other magneto

hydrodynamic (MHD) modes by localized ICRF heating may also increase plasma performance

at the highest plasma currents and pressures in D-T experiments. In addition the generation of

energetic minority tails by ICRF allows the simulation of D-T plasma alpha particle physics in a

deuterium plasma. Beyond these immediate D-T physics goals, the TFTR ICRF program seeks

to explore regimes which may impact the design of future devices, such as direct electron

heating which does not require a diluting minority ion species.

This paper is an overview of results from several recent experiments which study different

plasma regimes, including high-recycling, gas-fueled discharges, neutral beam injection (NBI)

fueled Supershot plasmas, and pellet fueled discharges. Section II summarizes die technical

aspects of the ICRF system on TFTR, including a description of recent improvements to the

hardware and an assessment of the system performance. Section III presents results and

observations from the ICRF plasma heating experiments on TFTR. Section IV provides a brief

summary of this work.

II. TECHNICAL ASPECTS AND PERFORMANCE OF ICRF ON TFTR

The present ICRF antenna configuration consists of four antennas mounted on adjacent

outboard midplane ports. Each antenna has two toroidally separated, radiating poloidal current

elements. Six radio frequency (RF) generators feed the antennas, two of the antennas have one

generator per element while the other two antennas have a single generator feeding both

elements, with power division and phasing occurring in external sections of resonant

transmission line which fix the antennas in an out-of-phase configuration. To da'_, a fixed

frequency of 47 MHz has been used at power levels up to 11.4 MW in high-recychv_, L-mode

plasmas. This operating frequency allows helium-3 fundamental minority or second harmonic

tritium heating at the full TFTR toroidal magnet current (4.8T at R=2.62 m) which produces a

resonant field for helium-3 at a major radius of 2.75m. The fundamental hydrogen minority



resonance is also available at the same major radius for a reduced magnetic field (3.2 T at

R=2.62 m).

a

Earlier ICRF experiments2 with only two antennas, each with a significantly different

design, revealed a notable difference in antenna loading impedance with one antenna delivering
¢

considerably less power than the other. Possible explanations for this difference may include

differences in the kz spectra, radial build of the anterma and the toroidal location relative to the

plasma limiters. The poorer performing antenna was rebuilt to resemble the other as closely as

possible and as a result beth antennas were found to perform well, with total delivered powers

up to 7 MW. The two new antennas installed in 1992 were based on this successful design,

although the radial build and Faraday shield design were modified to reduce the separation

between the plasma and the radiating elements. The kz spectrum was improved by doubling the

slots in the side walls and the mechanical support for the Faraday screen was reduced to a

structure consisting of a series of radial rods. Although these design changes improved the kz

spectral purity, the mutual coupling between the radiating elements was increased by a factor of

three, essentially limiting the new antenna configuration to either in-phase or out-of-phase

, operation. The other major design change was to slant the Faraday screen elements on the two

new antennas at an angle of six degrees to better align the antennas with the total magnetic field

used for normal plasma operation. To date the two new antennas have each operated well at
,i

power levels of 2.8 MW.

III. RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS FROM ICRF EXPERIMENTS

A. L-Mode Discharges

Experiments which employ hydrogen minority ICRF heating of helium plasmas have

= recently been extended to RF power levels above 11 MW. Earlier work 3 with RF powers up to

6 MW in this regime had established a global confinement time for these plasmas which was

enhanced over L-mode 4 by 20-30% due to the presence of the well conf'med 500-800 keV

nonthermal hydrogen tail. However at higher power levels we observe a distinct saturation of

global stored energy (Fig. 1), with global energy confinement dropping to close to the L-mode

. level at the highest RF powers. One explanation for this behavior is that as the RF power is

increased, the minority ions bec_me more energetic and therefore develop larger banana

widths. The minority ions then spend more time further from the plasma core where their
_

slowing down time is shorter and hence the tail stored energy saturates resulting in a saturation

in the global stored energy5. The observed saturation may also result from an enhanced fast ion

3
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loss due to interaction of the minority ions with the toroidal Alfvdn eigenmode (TAIE); which is

discussed further in section IIIE.

B. Minority ICRF Heating of Supershot Plasmas

• i

A major physics objective of the ICRF heating experiments on TFTR is to enhance the

performance of plasmas during the D-T plasma phase which is scheduled to commence in

1993. Since 1986, Supershot plasmas have provided the highest reactivity regime on TFTR6.

However, the Supershot plasma regime was originally established in NBI plasmas at a major

radius of 2.45 m and a minor radius of 0.8 m. In order to couple ICRF power into these

plasmas it has been necessary to develop a larger Supershot plasma with a major radius -- 2.6

m and minor radius ~ 0.95 m so that the outer plasma edge is within 1-2 cm of the ICRF

antennas while the power flow from the plasma continues to be deposited on the inboard

limiter. In past mns, operating at the larger radius generally degraded the reactivity compared to

2.45 m plasmas at the same NBI power level. Further, in order to minimize the power flow to

the outboard limiter, which has poorer power handling capability than the inboard limiter, an

additional variable curvature (VC) field had been used to increase the plasma oblateness. This

increased oblateness moves the outboard, midplane, plasma edge towards the ICRF antennas,

while the top and bottom of the plasma move away from the outboard limiter. But application

of the VC field also significantly degrades plasma performance, either because of increased gas

influx or reduced MHD stability. Recently, as a result of extensive plasrfia conditioning, good

plasma reactivity was achieved in these larger Supershots, with global confinement times 2.5-3

times the L-mode value 1. As a result of this improved confinement it was possible to obtain the

plasma oblateness necessary for good ICRF coupling through improved plasma 13,rather than

with the application of an external VC field.

Because Supershot plasmas are low recycling discharges they have low edge densities

which make them technically challenging from the standpoint of ICRF heating. Optimal ICRF

coupling requires densities in front of the antenna which are approximately 5x1017m..3. Due to

the rapid density rise which accompanies the fast ~ 0.3 sec of NBI, the loading impedance on

the ICRF antennas increases by a factor of 5-6. Also eigenmodes of the plasma f'flled vacuum

vessel cavity are observed during helium-3 minority heating when ICRF is applied early in the

NBI pulse, this causes spikes in the reflected power which can shutdown the RF sources.

These phenomena make it inherently difficult to couple ICRF into Supershots early in the NBI

pulse. The antenna coupling was optimized by exploring the effect of plasma radial position

and shaping. The front end of the ICRF pulse was modified to provide a relatively modest

4



ramp of RF power early in the NBI pulse which minimized problems associated with

eigenmodes and the rapid change in RF lo_ding impedance at the start of NBI.

ICRF heating applied during the NBI pulse can improve the performance of TFTR D-T

Supershot plasmas in two ways. The increased core electron temperature produced by ICRF

" will increase the alpha particle slowing down time and hence [3tx(0)for the same alpha particle

source rate. In addition the ICRF can suppress sawteeth which limit performance at the high

plasma currents (lp-- 2.5 MA) required to avoid 13limits at the highest available NBI powers.

When ICRF is applied in the hydaogen minority regime to a deuterium plasma, increased

reactivity also occurs as a result of second harmonic heating of deuterium beam ions. However

this effect will be less pronounced in a D-T plasma where NBI energies (-100keV) are near the

peak of the D-T fusion cross-section.

Most of the recent work on the ICRF heating of deuterium Supershots in TFTR has taken

piace in the helium-3 minority regime which can be used at the full toroidal magnetic field with

the present 47 MHz heating system. Figure 2 shows a comparison between two deuterium

, Supershots with a helium-3 minority, both with 23 MW of NBI between 3 and 4 seconds.

Sawtooth activity was suppressed even in the plasma with only NBI power applied. One of

these discharges (dashed line) had 5.7 MW of ICRF heating coupled into it between 3.2 and 4
b

seconds. The central electron temperature increases by 40% and the global stored energy

increases by 20% with the addition of ICRF. With the application of ICRF the core ion

temperature at 3.7 seconds increased from 19 to 21 keV, however this difference is within the

uncertainties of the measurement. The neutron production rate is very similar for both plasmas

and is predominantly the result of beam-beam and beam-target ion reactions, less than 10%

results from thermal ion reactions. The insensitivity of the neutron production rate to an

increase in core electron temperature is expected; since the core electron temperature is high

(>9keV), even without ICRF heating, the critical energy for the deuterium beam ions is already

-200 keV. The calculated slowing down time for the neutral beam full-energy component is

-150 msec at 3.7 sec for both plasmas. The confinement time and central electron density

evolution are similar in both discharges, however there is a small (,-10%) increase in Zeff with

the application of ICRF heating. An increase in titanium concentration is measured during the

. ICRF pulse which is consistent with some impurities coming from the antennas. But the

titanium increase is insufficient to account for the rise in Zeff. The increased Zeff probably

results from a combination ot impurity influx from the limiter and the antennas, lt is important
v

to rtfinimize this impurity influx during the ICRF pulse since it will lead to reduced reactivity.

The relatively small increase in impurities measured here results from the beneficial effect of



extensive antenna conditioning which preceded these experiments. Figure 3 shows the

response of the electron temperature profile to the application of ICRF power and the calculated

electron power deposition profile plotted against normalized minor radius (r/a) at the time

indicated in Fig.2. ICRF power increases the electron temperature in a region which extends

out to r/a_0.4. The electron power deposition (Qe) was calculated with a time dependent

transport code (TRANSP 7) and was found to increase significantly in the core region from

0.4MW/m 3 with NBI only, to 1.4MW/m 3 with the addition of ICRF. A D-T plasma simulation

has been performed for this pair of discharges. In these simulations deuterium beams which

were oriented counter to the plasma current (.--40%of the applied NBI power) were replaced by

tritium beams. Figure 4 shows that the central alpha particle slowing down time increases by

over 50% with the application of ICRF. The average increase for the volume inside r/a=a3.15is

about 30%. A D-T TRANSP projection out to 4.3 seconds which assumes constant plasma

parameters (i.e. with the NBI and RF heating pulses extended by 0.3 seconds) gave an

equilibrium _Sa(0)increase of 30% with the addition of ICRF heating. Experiments conducted

at higher plasma currents (Ip=2.2MA) and higher NBI powers (- 30MW) have demonstrated

ICRF suppression of sawtooth activity, in addition to significant core electron heating (-3-4

keV), with up to 7.4 MW of ICRF power.

C. Pellet Fueled Neutral Beam Heated Plasmas

For the TFTR D-T physics phase, a tritium pellet injector will provide an alternate and

more efficient source of tritium fueling than can be accomplished with the tritium NBI alone. In

these pellet fueled D-T discharges, a tritium pellet will fuel the plasma before deuterium NBI. A

complication of this scenario is that as the deuterium NBI pulse evolves, the tritium

concentration wig be decreasing. The peUet initially cools the plasma, and in order to maximize

plasma reactivity early in the NBI pulse, the electron temperature at the start of NBI needs to be

enhanced. ICRF heating can enhance the plasma reheat following pellet injection and provide a

high temperature target plasma for the NBI. In recent experiments, a comparison was made

between a plasma with pellet injection followed by NBI and one where ICRF was added to

assist the reheat following pellet injection. Fig. 5 shows some results from these initial

experiments. An ICRF power of 4.5 MW was coupled into the plasma from 200 msec after

pellet injection to the end of NBI. Just before pellet injection the density profile of the plasma

without ICRF was slightly more peaked than the one with ICRF and this remained the case

following pellet injection up to the start of NBI. During NBI however the density profile was

almost identical in both plasmas. The core electron temperature attained in the plasma with

ICRF heating was enhanced by 4-5 keV both before and during NBI. Since the electron



temperature in the core of the plasma without ICRF was only -3.5 keV just before NBI the

elevated core electron temperature, obtained with ICRF heating, increased the slowing down

. time of the --100 keV beam ions_ and as a result the neutron production rate was enhanced by

25%.

D° Direct Electron Heating

Direct electron heating has significant potential for D-T experiments since no minority

species is added to dilute the reactive ions. Further, energetic tail ions generated during helium-

3 minority ICRF heating can complicate alpha particle measurements; direct electron heating

avoids this difficulty. Also, for future machines direct electron damping offers the possibility

of a practical current drive mechanism for steady state fusion devices. On TFTR, two regimes

of direct electron heating have been explored. The results obtained are similar to earlier

work.8,9 Since the direct electron heating mechanism is relatively weak, it is essential to

minimize competition from ion cyclotron resonances in the plasma. Competing ion resonances

in the low field regime (2.3T) are the fundamental hydrogen resonance located on the high field

, plasma boundary, the second harmonic helium-3 resonance in the core, and the third harmonic

deuterium resonance towards the low field side. In the high field regime (4.7T) there is

competition from the fundamental helium-3 resonance in the core, and the deuterium

fundamental and shear Alfv6n resonances near the high field plasma boundary.

In the low field experiments, a helium-3 plasma was employed, and the RF power was

100% modulated with a 4 Hz square wave. The time history of the central electron temperature

• determined from electron cyclotron emission measurements showed significant core heating.

From the rate of change of the electron temperature (A(dTe/dt)) when the RF power changed it

is possible to calculate the local power deposition on the electrons, Qe. It was assun'gA that the

ele,,_ron heat transport remained constant in time and there was no sudden discontinuity in the

electron density. The deposition was then calculated using the equation Qe = 1.5neA(dTe/dt). A

second, Fourier traz_sform technique was also used to determine Qe. It gave good agreement

with the rate of change me_od, indicating that the rise and fall times of the RF modulation was

faster than the characteristic energy transport time. Approximately 30-50% of the RF power

• was determined to have directly heated electrons in this regime. The deposition profile shape is

consistent with that predicted by a combination of transit-time magnetic pumping and electron

• Landau damping. The remainder of the RF power is assumed to be absorbed by ion

resonances, in particular the hydrogen fundamental resonance. Ion temperature evolution

measurements which employ charge exchange recombination from carbon ions show only a



weak response to the RF modulation consistent with minimal second harmonic helium-3

absorption. Verfi'cally viewing neutron collimator measurements indicate some third harmonic

deuterium absorption on the doping beam for the ion temperature measurement.

High field experiments used a deuterium plasma in which the only ion resonance was a

weak deuterium resonance on the high field side. Figure 6 shows the RF power waveform,

and the time evolution of the electron temperature at the magnetic axis and half way towards the

edge. A 5 Hz square wave modulated the 1.5 MW RF pulse. Theory predicts that [3eneeds to

be maximized in order to get reasonable single pass absorption; this was accomplished by

preheating the discharge with 24 MW of NBI. There is a clear modulation of the central

electron temperature (ATe-1.5 keV) by the RF power. Once again the electron temperature data

were analyzed by the two methods described earlier. As shown in Fig. 7, the rate of change

analysis gave a centrally absorbed RF power which was 60% of the applied power. The

Fourier transform method gave a similar result, but could only be used to determine core

deposition due to low signal in the outer haft of the discharge. The integrated power deposition

to the electrons (Pe) determined by the rate of change of electron temperature was found to be

similar to the applied RF power. Modeling with a three dimensional, full wave spectral code

(PICES 10) indicates that ~ 80% of the power goes directly to the electrons, the rest is probably

absorbed by the fundamental deuterium ion resonance.

E. Observation of MHD Modes Driven by RF Tail Ions

ICRF minority tails have the potential to simulate D-T alpha particle effects in D-D

plasmas. ICRF driven minority tail energies extend to ~1 MeV and are therefore particularly

well suited for the simulation of alpha-particle driven instabilities such as the toroidal Alfv6n

eigenmode (TAE) instability. Earlier work has already shown that the TAE mode can be driven

at low toroidal magnetic fields by ~ 100 keV passing NBI ionsl 1,12, but this mode is also

expected to be driven by trapped ionsl3. Experiments have been performed on TFTR in helium

L-mode plasmas to investigate the trapped-particle-driven TAE mode. ICRF heating was used

to create an energetic (500-700 keV) minority tail at BT(0) = 3.2 T, lp = 1.3-1.85 MA and

average electron densities were in the range 1.5-4x1019 m-3. The behavior of the trapped

particle driven TAE mode appears similar to the behavior observed previously for the NBI

driven TAE mode in TFTR 11. The RF power threshold for driving the instability under these

conditions was found to be about 3 MW. At this power level, the stored energy in the minority

tail was about 100 kJ, corresponding to a threshold <_tail>vol--. 0.03%, comparable to the

theoretically derived threshold. With ~3MW of RF power the instability is observed 100 msec



after _ is coupled into the plasma; at higher RF powers the delay shortens, consistent with a

critical [3tailfor driving the instability. The instability was measured by both the Mirnov coil

system and the microwave reflectometerl4 as shown in Fig. 8. The observed instability

frequencies lie in the range 150-200 kHz, have a narrow spectral spread and scaie with the

TAE mode frequency, _ = VA/2qR when VA is calculated with the density at the q = 1.5

surface. Both the reflectometer and Mirnov coil data show multiple instability frequencies

presumably due to multiple toroidal modes.

Figure 9 shows a distinct threshold for the instability as the RF power is increased from 2

to 3 MW. This figure also shows that the instability can be modulated by other MHD modes,

such as sawteeth. This modulation may be the consequence of local variations in the energetic

ion pressure gradient. The lost-ion probe signal amplitude correlates with the envelope of the

oscillations measured with the Mimov coil system. A relatively small fast ion loss (,--1%) is

seen by lost ion probes at each sawtooth crash. However, as the RF power is increased from 3

to 11 MW the fast ion loss fraction increases by an order of magnitude. The fast ion losses at

the highest RF power levels studied so far may be a significant fraction of the fast ion

, population; which may explain the observed saturation of stored energy for RF powers above

--7MW shown in Fig. 1. Collisional damping due to interaction between electrons at the

,_ trapped/passing boundary is believed to be the dominant wave damping mechanism. If so, then

~ 500 kJ of tail energy would be required to destabilize the instability at the full TFTR magnetic

field. It should be possible to achieve this tail energy level with the present ICRF system in the

helium-3 regime without NBI. In D-T NBI plasmas ion Landau damping may quench the

instability due to the increased ion pressure.

IV. SUMMARY

The operationalcapability of the ICRF heating system onTFTR hasrecently been enhanced

with the addition of two new antennas, and a new maximum RF power level of 11.4 MW has

been coupled into TFFR discharges. ICRF heating of DD Supershot plasmas with RF powers

up to 7.4 MW has resulted in a significant enhancement of the core electron temperature,

ATe=3-4 keV, and ICRF suppression of sawtooth activity. Modeling of these plasmas

0 indicates that this enhancement extrapolates to an increase in 13_(0)-- 30% for a D-T plasma.

An experimental scenario which combines ICRF heating with pellet fueling and NBI is being

developed for the D-T phase of TFTR where tritium pellet injection will be used to provide

efficient core fueling. Direct electron heating has been measured in both low and high toroidal

field regimes where ion resonances exist only at the plasma edge. Up to 80% absorption of the



RF powerbydirectelectrondampinghasalsobeenobservedinthisregime.An ICRF minority

tailhasexcitedthetrappcd-par_clc-drivcnTAE mode inanL-mode plasmaandasignificant

enhancementi,_c fastionlossfractionhasbccnmeasuredwithincreasingRF powerwhen

themode isI,__""""
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1

Dependence of stored energy and energy conf'mement time on total heating power for an ICRF

power scan into a Ip = 1.85 MA, BT(0) = 3.2 T, R = 2.62 m, a = 0.96 m helium plasma with a

hydrogen minority species which had a fundamental resonance at R = 2.75 m. The stored

energy is observed to saturate for ICRF powers greater than 6-7 MW and the global energy

confinement time drops to close to the Goldston L-mode value at the highest RF powers.

Figure 2

Comparison of various major plasma parameters for two Ip = 1.85 MA, BT(0) = 4.8 T, R =

2.62 m, a - 0.96 m helium-3 minority, deuterium Supershot plasmas, one with NBI alone

(solid line) the other with the addition of 5.7 MW of ICRF (dashed line). The fundamental

resonant field location for helium-3 was at R = 2.75 m. A 3-4 keV electron temperature rise is

measured in the plasma core with no change in plasma reactivity.

Figure 3

Comparison of radial profiles of electron temperature and power deposition calculated by

TRANSP for the two plasmas shown in Fig. 2. ICRF provides significant core electron power "

deposition in a Supershot plasma.

Figure 4

Evolution of measured central electron temperature and projections of alpha particle slowing

down time for a D-T plasma with the same parameters as the discharges shown in Figs. 2 and

3. The predictive analysis employed the time dependent transport code, TRANSP.

Figure 5

Time evolution of neutron production rate, central electron temperature and density for two

plasmas each fueled by a deuterium pellet at 2.4 sec and 20 MW of NBI between 3 and 3.6

sec. An ICRF heating pulse was added to one of these plasmas (solid line) after pellet injection.

ICRF heating significantly enhanced the electron temperature following pellet injection; and

during NBI. Reactivity was enhanced during NBI in the plasma with ICRF heating.
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Figure 6

Time evolution of RF power, electron temperature, central electron density and stored energy

for a plasma which exhibits direct electron damping of ICRF. Efficient direct electron heating is

seen in the core of a BT - 4.7 T ( at R= 2.82 m ) deuterium Supershot plasma when 5 Hz

modulated 47 MHz RF power is applied in the absence of a minority species. Modulation of

the central electron temperature is evidence for significant core heating.

Figure 7

Power deposition profile analysis and volume integrated power at the time indicated in Fig. 6.

Approximately 80% of the RF power is absorbed directly by electrons and the deposition

profile shape is consistent with a combination of electron Landau damping and transit time

magnetic pumping.

Figure 8

Observation of a mode consistent with the trapped particle driven TAE mode as seen (a) on the

time evolution of the Mirnov coil spectrum and (b) on the frequency spectrum of density

fluctuations measured at 2.6 seconds (the time indicated by the thick line in (a)) within 10 cm
k,

of the plasma center with a microwave reflectometer.

Figure 9

The signal from a lost particle probe at 45° below the outer midplane, the amplitude of

oscillations seen with the Mirnov coil system between 150 and 200kHz, central electron

temperature measured by electron cyclotron emission and the ICRF power evolution. The TAE

mode appears as the RF power transitions from 2.2 to 3.2 MW. The corresponding <[3tail>vol

-0.03% at an RF power- 3 MW. Relatively small (-I%) tail ion losses correlate with Miz'nov

signal behavior at each sawtooth crash at this RF power level, however at RF powers ~ 11

MW the fast ion loss fraction is approximately an order of magnitude larger
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